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DEFENSE STRATEGY IS ULTIMATELY ABOUT CHOICES. WHILE STRATEGY SHOULD, IN PRINCIPLE, DRIVE 

BUDGET DECISIONS, STRATEGY MUST ALSO ALIGN WITH THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE, OR IT WILL NOT 

BE EXECUTABLE IN PRACTICE. The U.S. military is currently experiencing a high degree of fiscal and strate-

gic uncertainty as a result of the 2011 Budget Control Act (BCA) and subsequent political stalemate. These 

budget constraints were set without regard to defense strategy or the threats facing the United States and its 

allies. At lower budget levels the United States must make increasingly difficult choices. As an abstract prop-

osition, choice sounds fine. As concrete policy, choices are hard. Choosing means saying that the United 

States will not counter certain threats as aggressively or defend certain allies as effectively.
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Three Fiscal Futures

In the final week of October 2015, Congress reached 

a deal to raise the budget caps established by the 

BCA of 2011. Similar to the Ryan-Murray agreement 

of 2013, this deal increases the budget cap for na-

tional defense by $25 billion and boosts war funding 

by $8 billion in FY 2016.  For FY 2017, it increases the 

budget cap by $15 billion and maintains war funding 

at the same level as FY 2016.  While the deal provides 

two years of relative stability in the budget, it leaves 

the BCA budget caps unchanged for the final four 

years of the BCA period (FY 2018 to FY 2021).  Rather 

than try to predict a highly uncertain future for 2018 

and beyond, this paper presents three alternative 

fiscal futures to illustrate the decision space facing 

senior policymakers. 

President’s Budget 2012. This was the budget level 

Secretary Gates submitted in 2011 before the BCA 

and that he described at the time as an adequate 

level for the postwar strategy. It corresponds rough-

ly to a level many Republican presidential candi-

dates advocate when they propose adding forces 

and the level of funding recommended by the bi-

partisan Nation Defense Panel in 2014. The political 

problem is that returning to this level would require 

an increase in defense spending of about $1 trillion 

above the BCA budget caps over 10 years.

President’s Budget 2016. This is the budget level the 

president submitted in February 2015. The admin-

istration and senior military officials describe this as 

the minimum level required to sustain the current 

strategy as described in the 2014 Quadrennial De-

fense Review. However, this level of funding would 

require an increase of more than $160 billion above 

the BCA budget caps over 10 years. 

Revised BCA Budget Caps. The default budget levels 

if Congress and the president cannot forge a budget 

agreement after 2017 are the budget caps set in the BCA. 

The Force

CSIS used its Force Cost Calculator to illustrate 

what forces and modernization each of the alter-

native budget levels could produce. The table on 

the following page shows some of the results when 

these funding levels are projected through FY 2025. 

(CSIS’s Force Cost Calculator has 120 outputs, of 

which these are a sample.) This approach assumes 

balanced changes across the force in an attempt 

to remain consistent with the current strategy. Of 

course, risks would be different at the different 

budget levels. Other strategies are possible, as de-

scribed later, and these would produce different sets 

of forces.

Strategic Considerations

Historically, the United States has sized its forces for 

two things: wartime combat operations and day-to-

day forward deployments. 

Wartime combat operations entail surging large 

forces to a high-intensity conflict, for example in 

Korea. As forces shrink, response timelines extend 

as there are fewer forces stationed forward, mobility 

assets are limited, and reliance on slower deploy-

ing reservists increases. Longer timelines may be 

acceptable, but they mean delayed counterattacks 

and longer wars. In extreme cases, they can mean 

losing politically key terrain such as an allied capital.

Day-to-day forward deployments serve several pur-

poses: to engage partners and allies, to deter po-

tential conflicts, and, if a crisis arises, to respond 

quickly. The crisis could be relieving humanitarian 

disasters, supporting coalition operations against 

countries like Libya, or rescuing American citizens 

caught in civil wars.

As forces shrink, day-to-day deployments would 

also decline, so the United States could not respond 

to crises as quickly and could not engage with allies 
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as extensively. Some strategists would accept these 

reductions, arguing that forces can surge from the 

United States when needed. But absence can both 

discourage allies and embolden adversaries.

The United States, of course, could give priority to 

one challenge over others. For example, the Unit-

ed States could give priority to the Pacific rebalance 

and take additional risk in the other theaters. In this 

case, it would give its NATO allies the primary re-

sponsibility for countering Russia and defending the 

Baltic states. Although the Europeans may have the 

military forces and the economic resources to do 

this, it is not clear that they have the political will, 

absorbed as they are by domestic budget tensions 

and an immigration crisis. The United States could 

also hand over more responsibility for the fight 

against ISIS to its Middle East allies, providing intel-

ligence and some specialized support but scaling 

back existing air and ground operations, but it is not 

clear if these countries are willing or able to fill in 

for the United States. Conversely the United States 

could scale back its rebalance to the Pacific, taking 

a more balanced global approach in recognition of 

an uncertain future. 

None of these choices is necessarily unreasonable, 

but all signal strategic shifts and have major effects 

on our allies and adversaries. With the current bud-

get stalemate in Congress, the Obama administra-

tion will likely have to accept ad hoc solutions for 

its remaining time in office. The strategic choices 

outlined here will largely fall to the next administra-

tion. The next administration will need to conduct a 

strategic review to meet the new challenges facing 

the nation, and, just as important, it must move past 

today’s budget posturing and strike a bipartisan deal 

that provides the long-term resources needed to 

execute the strategy. 

 
PB 2012 PB 2016 REVISED BCA BUDGET CAPS

ARMY
490,000 active-duty soliders

34 BCTs

450,000 active-duty soliders

30 BCTs

420,000 active-duty soliders

27 BCTs

NAVY
325 Ships

(12 carriers)

305 Ships

(11 carriers)

270 Ships

(10 carriers)

AIR  
FORCE

1,280  
fighter/attack A/C

(446 5th generation)

1,200  
fighter/attack A/C

(370 5th generation)

1,100  
fighter/attack A/C

(350 5th generation)

MARINE  

CORPS
189,000 Marines 182,000 Marines 175,000 Marines




